We investigate the origin of exoticity in Fe-based systems via studying the Fermiology of CaFe2As2 employing Angle Resolved Photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). While the Fermi surfaces (FSs) at 200 K and 31 K are observed to exhibit two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) topology, respectively, the FSs at intermediate temperatures reveal emergence of the 3D topology at much lower temperature than the structural & magnetic phase transition temperature (170 K, for the sample under scrutiny). This leads to the conclusion that the evolution of FS topology is not directly driven by the structural transition. In addition, we discover the existence in ambient conditions of energy bands related to the cT phase. These bands are distinctly resolved in the highphoton energy spectra exhibiting strong Fe 3d character. They gradually move to higher binding energies due to thermal compression with cooling, leading to the emergence of 3D topology in the Fermi surface. These results reveal the so-far hidden existence of a cT phase in ambient conditions, which is argued to lead to quantum fluctuations responsible for the exotic electronic properties in Fe-pnictide superconductors.
The parent compounds of Fe-based superconductors are paramagnetic metals and undergo structural & magnetic transitions exhibiting spin density wave (SDW) state as the magnetic ground state [1] with Fe atoms possessing magnetic moment close to a Bohr magneton [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . These materials exhibit varied unusual phenomena involving competing interactions related to magnetic order, superconductivity [7, 8] , etc. Superconductivity in the Fe-based compounds is believed to appear due to spin fluctuations. Recent studies, however, revealed mysterious superconductivity in pressure induced non-magnetic phase [9] .
The finding of superconductivity under pressure raises concern over the applicability of spin-fluctuation theory of superconductivity [10, 11] . CaFe 2 As 2 is an archetypical test case for the investigation of such puzzles. It has paramagnetic tetragonal structure at room temperature and undergoes a transition to the orthorhombic antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase below 170 K [2] [3] [4] . Application of small pressure (> 0.35 GPa) collapses the system in its tetragonal symmetry; this is called collapsed tetragonal (cT) phase and does not exhibit magnetic order [12] . Extensive studies have been carried out on this system resulting into conflicting conclusions [13, 14] . Some studies find T c as high as 45 K [15] in doped CaFe 2 As 2 under pressure and attributed the superconductivity to cT phase [16, 17] . Some other studies do not find superconductivity in cT phase, which is interpreted as a support of the spin-fluctuation theory of superconductivity [18] . Evidently, the link between superconductivity, structural phase and spin fluctuations is an outstanding issue. Here, we study the Fermiology of CaFe 2 As 2 at different temperatures and discover evidence of cT phase hidden within the structural phase at atmospheric pressure, which plays important role in deriving puzzling exoticity of these materials.
Single crystals of CaFe 2 As 2 were grown using high temperature solution growth method as described in the Refs. [19, 20] . The composition and structure were verified by energy dispersive analysis of x-rays (EDAX) followed by x-ray photoemission and x-ray Diffraction (XRD). Single crystallinity was ensured by sharp Laue Pattern. It is found that the electronic properties of Febased compounds often depend on the sample preparation conditions. For example, SrFe 2 As 2 shows coexisting superconductivity and ferromagnetism; the volume fraction of each phase depends on the preparation conditions i.e. the extent of strain present in the system [21] . Therefore, we studied different pieces of single crystalline CaFe 2 As 2 samples and find that they exhibit magnetic & structural transitions at 170 K for all the samples. Angle resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements were carried out at Elettra, Trieste, Italy and TIFR, Mumbai using Scienta R4000 WAL electron analyzer with an energy resolution fixed at 15 meV and angle resolution of ≈ 0.3
• . The samples were cleaved in situ along ab plane yielding a mirror like clean surface. The base pressure of the spectrometer chamber was maintained at 4×10 −11 Torr during cleaving and the photoemission measurements. ARPES is a highly versatile and powerful tool to probe the electronic structure directly. The technique is based on photoelectric effect, which is a fast process enabling sudden approximation to capture the essential features of the experimental results. Thus, ARPES is able to capture local electronic structure at a fast time scale, and is able to reveal the signature of phases hidden to other experimental techniques involving slower time scales.
The electronic structure calculations were carried out using full potential linearized augmented plane wave method (FLAPW) as captured in the Wien2k software [22] . In this self consistent method, the convergence to the ground state was achieved by fixing the energy convergence criteria to 0.0001 Rydberg (∼1 meV) using 10×10×10 k-points in the Brillouin zone and for Fermi surface calculations 39×39×10 k-points were used. We have used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the density functional theoretical calculation. The Fermi surfaces were calculated using Xcrysden [23] . The collapsed tetragonal phase possesses the same space group but a reduced c axis and slightly increased a axis, which leads to an overall reduction in cell volume. In the tetragonal phase (space group I4/mmm), the lattice parameters are, a = 3.8915Å, c = 11.69Å, and z As = 0.372. Orthorhombic structure of CaFe 2 As 2 appearing at low temperature and ambient pressure has F mmm space group with the lattice parameters a = 5.506Å, b = 5.450Å, c = 11.664Å. The lattice parameters for the cT phase at P = 0.63 GPa are a = 3.978Å, c = 10.6073Å; we used z As = 0.372 and 0.3663 for the calculations of cT phase.
We show the ARPES data of CaFe 2 As 2 in Fig. 1 exhibiting several energy bands and interesting evolutions. In Fig. 1(a) , the ARPES data collected at 200 K (paramagnetic tetragonal phase) are superimposed with the calculated energy bands obtained by ab initio density functional theory. The energy scale of the theoretical results is compressed by 40% to match the experimental bandwidth; such narrowing of the LDA bandwidth found to occur due to electron correlation induced effects [24, 25] and is the signature of a correlated behavior of Fe 3d electrons in CaFe 2 As 2 . Three energy bands denoted by α, β & γ cross the Fermi level, ǫ F forming three hole pockets around the Γ-point [26] [27] [28] . Two energy bands crossing ǫ F near X point form electron pockets. In addition, there is a mysterious filled energy band just below ǫ F at Γ, denoted by δ in the figure, which does not have a counterpart in theoretical results. Distinct signature of the δ-band is observed in Fig. 1(c) , where energy distribution curves (EDCs) at 200 K with photon energy (hν) of 38 eV, 58 eV and 80 eV are shown. The signature of the δ band becomes well defined in the spectra obtained using higher photon energies.
The electronic structure of the magnetically ordered orthorhombic phase is discussed based on the spectra collected at 31 K. The spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) correspond to photon energies of 38 eV and 58 eV, which are close to k z = 14π/c and 16π/c, respectively; the inner potential, V 0 is found to be close to 16 eV. The spectra in both cases exhibit signatures of two hole pockets corresponding to the α and γ bands. The β band is folded (dashed line for guidance) due to the supercell symmetry formed by the AFM order [26, 29] . Such band folding is also evident in Fig. 2(b) ; this photon energy corresponds to the Γ point on the k z axis. The nesting of the β-band Fermi surface constituted by Fe (3d xz , 3d yz ) states and its eventual folding in the magnetically ordered phase is in line with the expectation as the Fe-layers are sandwiched by As layers, and the hybridized Fe 3d -As 4p states mediate the magnetic exchange coupling between the Fe 3d local moments. The α and γ bands cross ǫ F in both the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases, which is consistent with the results obtained from the band structure calculations [30] .
The evolution of the Fermiology with temperature depicted in Fig. 2(c) is surprising. At 200 K, the Fermi surface (FS) is essentially 2D as expected for the tetragonal structure; this 2D topology survives even at 150 K although the system has undergone a first order structural transition to the orthorhombic phase at 170 K. The FS at 150 K is slightly shrinked compared to the FS at 200 K. This weak effect on the Fermi surface across the structural transition is understandable as the lattice constants in the orthorhombic structure are very close to the ones in the tetragonal phase (the overall change is < ±1%). The calculated Fermi surfaces for both the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases [30] corroborate well with the experimental scenario observed here.
Significant change in FS topology emerges at 100 K and becomes clearly visible at 31 K. In Fig. 2(d) , we show the EDCs at 31 K at hν = 38 eV, 58 eV, 70 eV, and 80 eV, respectively. Distinct signature of the folded β band appears at about 180 meV at Γ. The data at hν = 80 eV exhibit an intense energy band around 120 meV akin to δ band observed in Fig. 1 dispersing in opposite direction of the β band. The band structure at all the k z -values shown in Fig. 2(d) exhibits two hole pockets around k z -axis. One distinct band, named κ, appears below ǫ F at k z (orthorhombic phase) ≈ 16π/c (hν = 58 eV), while is absent at other k z data shown in the figure. This scenario was interpreted as a transition from 2D to 3D topology of the Fermi surface in the ground state [26] .
If 3D topology of the Fermi surface were associated to the orthorhombic structure, the signature of the changed Fermi surface should have appeared soon after the structural transition occurring at 170 K. Experimental results exhibit a different scenario. Moreover, we discover that the emergence of the changed topology depends on sample although the structural transition occurs at the same temperature in all the cases. Thus, it appears clear that the three dimensional character of the Fermi surface at low temperatures and the structural changes at 170 K are two different phenomena. The features near ǫ F exhibit intense signature of folded β band at low photon energy spectra (hν = 38 eV) and intense δ-band at higher photon energies (hν = 80 eV). The comparison of photoemission cross section of various electronic states indicates that β band possesses significant As p contributions; this is expected as the magnetic long-range order occurs via intersite exchange coupling involving Fe 3d -As 4p hybridized states. The δ band appears to have predominantly Fe 3d character.
In Fig. 3 , we show the energy bands obtained at 31 K using high photon energies, where the signature of the δ band is prominent. It is to note here that Γ in the orthorhombic and tetragonal phases in abient conditions is represented by the photon energy ∼58 eV, while Γ in cT phase will correspond to higher photon energy due to compression of c-axis. For example, Γ corresponds to hν ∼ 72 eV for the structure at P = 0.63 GPa (c = 10.607Å). While α, β and γ bands exhibit evolution in agreement to the theory, intense δ band is also seen below ǫ F with the top of the band at 120 meV binding energy. This band does not shift with the change in photon energy indicating its effective two-dimensional nature. The intensity of the feature is high at high photon energies and gradually reduces when the probing photon energy is decreased.
In Fig. 3(b) , we show the EDCs corresponding to (0,0,k z ) points obtained from normal emission ARPES data at different photon energies. Distinct signature of the β band is seen at 31 K. The energy band denoted by κ (see dashed maroon line in the figure) appears below ǫ F near Γ on the k z axis, indicating absence of corresponding Fermi surface as also seen in Fig. 2 
In the last panel of Fig. 3(b) , we observe weak intensities corresponding to the β band at 200 K presumably due to precursor effect associated to magnetic transitions often observed in various other systems [31, 32] . The signature of κ band disappears and δ band shifts towards ǫ F (the separation between β and δ band enhances) in the (0,0,k z ) spectra at higher temperatures. The δ band survives at 200 K and it is well discernible in the whole temperature range studied.
In order to capture the origin of these additional bands (δ and κ), we calculated the energy bands of CaFe 2 As 2 in cT phase with lattice constants fixed to the experimental values at pressure, P = 0.63 GPa. The results for z As = 0.372 (value in tetragonal phase) are shown in Fig. 3(c) . Two of the three Fe 3d bands appear below ǫ F and becomes degenerate at Γ -they are marked with δ. The third one, marked with κ, barely crosses ǫ F close to the Γ point and gives rise to a tiny hole pocket. This is demonstrated in the Fermi surface plot in Fig.  3(d) , where the κ-band hole pocket survives at Γ and exhibits weak k z dependence. If the experimentally observed value of z As (= 0.3663) at P = 0.63 GPa is used in the calculations, which corresponds to a smaller pnictogen height [33] , even the hole pocket corresponding to κ-band moves below ǫ F at Γ point. Evidently, z As is a sensitive parameter for the survival/disappearance of the Fermi surfaces leading to charge fluctuations having an important implication in the physical properties of the system. The absence of hole pockets corresponding to δ-band around Γ also affects the FS nesting resulting into a loss of magnetic order although the Fe-moments are still finite -a good scenario for quantum spin fluctuations. The δ and κ bands in the experimental results are strikingly similar to the theoretically observed energy bands of the Fermi surfaces corresponding to the cT phase possessing 3D topology.
From the above results, it is clear that although the magnetic & structural transitions are quite similar in all the samples studied, the emergence of the k z -dependence of the Fermi surface is sample dependent. We found that better quality samples possessing sharp transitions in the bulk properties along with bright, sharp & well defined Laue spots in the x-ray Laue diffraction pattern, exhibits more distinct δ and κ bands. Other samples exhibit these bands with lesser clarity presumably due to the disorder/distributed strain induced effects. A careful look at the dispersion of the κ band in Fig. 3(b) (first panel) indicates that it does not cross ǫ F as expected for the ambient phases, instead it moves towards higher binding energies; ∼25 meV in the 70 eV spectrum, which is Γ(cT ) point. Comparison of the experimental results and the calculated energy bands for different structural phases indicates that the δ and κ bands are an unequivocal signature of the cT phase. In the band structure calculations, we found that the converged total energy for the antiferromagnetically ordered orthorhombic CaFe 2 As 2 is the lowest indicating it as the ground state configuration. The converged energy for the nonmagnetic cT phase is close to the ground state energy; the calculations for all the other phases converged to higher total energies [30] . Thus, a small perturbation/strain due to the application of pressure and/or preparation condition is expected to influence the crystal structure significantly and bring the system to cT phase. Thermal compression would enhance the strain in the samples, which explains the shift of the δ and κ bands on cooling. Finite electron-electron Coulomb repulsion strength among Fe 3d electrons leads to band narrowing and local character of the electrons that enhances spin fluctuation in addition to its influence on charge excitations. On the other hand, strong Hund's coupling among the 3d electrons tries to align their spin moments without much influence on charge excitations and enhances spin fluctuations in the system. These competing interactions leads to significant reduction of Fe-moment from its atomic value and the ground state is a spin density wave (SDW) state with Fe atoms possessing magnetic moment close to a Bohr magneton [3, 5, 6] . Superconductivity is realized in these systems via suppression of the magnetic order, which is believed to be due to the spin fluctuations [10, 11] . It is evident here that the intrinsic strain brings these materials towards quantum fluctuations; the proximity to vanishing hole pockets around Γ-point due to the cT phase leads to charge fluctuations as well as spin fluctuations due to the proximity of vanishing Fermi surface nesting.
The Fe-based compounds are complex presumably due to the presence of phases hidden to various experimental probes and the electronic properties are often found to be puzzling. We discover signature of cT phase hidden in the normal structural phase employing ARPES, which became possible due to the detailed study of the Fermi surfaces at intermediate temperatures and employment of high photon energies. The coexistence of the cT phase within the ambient phases enhances the quantum fluctuations in the system and may be responsible for various exotic electronic properties in these materials.
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